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Abstract

• ; , • :;;,1-_,•••.:
There exist many different programs for government support of agricultural 6reclji arciund the
world. Many of these programs are specified for special purposes such as the support,pf
environmentally friendly farming, or for the support of young farmers. But a gre4proportion
of the government money for the support of agricultural credit goes to general programs
aimed just at financing agricultural activities.

• : -

In a majority of these general purpose programs of government support for agricultural and
small business credit in the U.S.A. and Western European countries, there is the condition
that these programs are intended for borrowers who do not qualify for ordinary commercial
loans. In some of these programs the applicant for the subsidized loan has to show that his
loan application was rejected by a commercial bank. The government support for agriculture
is in this way strictly targeted toward the most disadvantaged farmers.

The Czech programs administered by the Fund of Guarantees for Agriculture and Forestry
(Fund of Guarantees) are in sharp contrast with this approach of targeting credit support. Of
course, there exist a number of conditions to determine the eligibility of a farmer for support
by the Fund of Guarantees. Primarily, in order to be considered for support, the agricultural
enterprise has to have settled all the restitution and transformation liabilities, and there are
further conditions elaborated in the program guidelines Tokyny pro poskytovani garance a
dotace prostrednictvim', PGRLF (1994). However, there is no special emphasis on targeting
the support towards a special group of farmers, who are rejected by commercial banks.

The aim of this paper is to provide the possible theoretical rationale and justification of such
a. nondiscriminating policy and of the credit guarantee approach to government support of
agricultural credit markets.

Abstrakt

Ve svete existuje mnoho rilz4ch programil vladni podpory &ern v zemedelstvi. ftada z nich
je zamerena na konkretni„ cile, jakSimi jsou podpora ekologickeho hospodafeni. nebo podpora
mlaqch farmait. Velka east vladnich prostfedkii na podponi fiverfi v zemedelstvi je vgak
ureena na obecne programy, jejichi cilem je prave jenom financovani zemedelsk$/ch aktivit.
U vetginy ttchto obecne zatnefen9ch programfi vladni podpory üvérü v z,emedelstvi a

This paper was written during the author's stay at the Department of Applied
Economics, University of Cambridge. The author thanks J. Edwards, W. Perraudin, and I.
Sturgess for helpful comments and suggestions.
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dropi*T.p9,cini:kani.y,psA a v z4adoevrops4ch Zemich je podminka ze tyto programy jsou
ureetnir 'fir° zajémce, ktefi '-nespinuji .pocirninky pro poskytnuti beine komereni pujekY: V
nekterSrch ptipadech musi zajemce o dotovanou pajaku prokazat, 2e jeho Zadost o piljeku byla
komereni bankou zamitnuta. Vladni podpora zemedelstvi je timto zpusobem zarnefena
vStradne na nejvice znevStodnene farmafe.

Pfim5frn opakem tohoto pfistupu k cilene podpofe üvérCi jsou eeske programy spravovane
Garanenim fondem zemedelstvi a lesnictvi (Garaneni fond). Je zde samozfejme tada
podminek, na jejichi ziklade Garandni fond,posuzuje vhodnost zemedelce pro poskytnuti
podpory. K tomu, aby zemedelskemu druistvu mohla bt poskytnuta podpora, musi mit
pfedneivypoladany vgechtly rdstitueni a transformaeni zavazky. DalKi podminky jsou uvedeny
v: programoVe pliruece "Pokyny pro poskytovani garance a dotace •prostfednictvim
PGRLF";(1994). Av§ak neni zde kladen zvlagtni dUraz na cilenou podporu konkretni skupine.
farmalii;.ktefi byli odmitnuti komerenimi bankami. • „

Cilem teto price je podat mo2ne teoreticke zdfivodneni a ospravedlneni takove
hediskriminaeni politiky a pfistupu vlady k poskytovani tiverovS/c,h garanci v zernedelstvi.
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1. Introduction

There exist many different programs for government support of agricultural
credit around the world. Many of these programs are specified for special
purposes such as the support of environmentally friendly farming; or for the
support of young farmers. But a great proportion of the government money for •••-;
the support of agricultural credit goes to general programs aimed just at
financing agricultural activities. ,

•

In a majority of these general purpose programs of government support for
agricultural and small business credit in the U.S.A. and Western European
countries, there is the condition that these programs are intended for borrowers
who do not qualify for ordinary commercial loans. In some of these programs
the applicant for the subsidized loan has to show that his loan application was
rejected by a commercial bank. The government support for agriculture is in
this way strictly targeted toward the most disadvantaged farmers. ,:! •

i•

The Czech programs administered by the Fund of Guarantees for Agriculture
and Forestry (Fund of Guarantees) are in sharp contrast with this approach of
targeting credit support. Of course, there exist a number of conditions to
determine the eligibility of a farmer for support by the Fund of Guarantees.
Primarily, in order to be considered for support, the agricultural enterprise has
to have settled all the restitution and transformation liabilities, and there are
further conditions elaborated in the program guidelines ̀ Pokyny pro poskytovani
garance a dotace prostrednictvim', PGRLF (1994). However, there is no special
emphasis on targeting the support towards a special group of farmers, who are
rejected by commercial banks.

The nondiscriminatory character of the Czech program is emphasized in part
A.3.2. of the program guidelines [Pokyny pro poskytovani garance a dotace
prostrednictvim PGRLF(1994, p.9)1 by stating that the only reason for .not
providing assistance, under the 'condition that all required eligibility
requirements are satisfied, is a shortage bl money in the Fund of Guarantees
budget.

t •
Another question of interest connected with government, interventions in the
agricultural credit markets is the form which these interventions should take.
One of the range of possible choices is a provision of credit guarantees. The
support of the farm credit by credit guarantees recently became one of the
preferred choices both in established market economies (Luttrell (1989)) and in

•



economies in transition (Sturgess (1993, 1994)). It also forms a substantial part

of a :Czech programs of: the Fund. of Guarantees.
.L.. ••

The: aim of this pap4i,is,:tO .provide the possible :theoretical rationale and
justification of such a-nondiscriminating policy and of the credit guarantee.
approach to government support of agricultural credit markets.. • •

2.- The Outline of a Theoretical Approach
•;, •

The model used for an explanation of the welfare effects of the non-targeted

approach of the Czech ,Fund of Guarantees is based on the Smith and Stutzer

(1988, 1989) approach, which belongs to a large family of credit rationing

models initiated by a Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) paper.

The underlying problem in agricultural credit markets is a difference in opinion
about: the viability of agricultural enterprises between banks and farmers. On a

basis of their private information about markets and about their own

entrepreneurial ability, many farmers consider their investment projects to be

potentially profitable and economically viable. Banks are 'often of ,a different •

opinion and reject the financing of agricultural projects which could:be socially

efficient.'

In their seminal 1981 paper, Stiglitz and Weiss offered a rigorous theoretical

explanation of the existence of credit rationing in which some applicants obtain.

loans and some of them are rejected, even if they would be willing to pay

higher interest rates. The Stiglitz and Weiss explanation is based on a game
theoretical argument of informational asymmetry• between a borrower and a
lender: the individual borrowers know more about their chances of success in
their enterprise than a bank knows. There are also asymmetfies in the impact
of the possible failure of a business project on a farm. and on &bank. Generally
we can say that, because of limited liability, the bankruptcy, of a farm has a
worse effect on the expected payoff of a bank than on the expected payoff of

the farmer.
-

Because of this asymmetry, there exists an adverse selection effect,' when the

farmers with worse projects purport to have good ones, and are willing to pay

a higher interest rate. Adverse selection in this context means. that, when the

bank offers- a high interest rate, the agents who respond to this offer (who are

selected by this offer) are the ones with the most risky projects, not the ones

with the least risky projects. In this situation there can exist an optimal interest

6



rate for the bank, which maximises its profits, and the bank is not willing to
extend loans at an interest rate higher than this optimal interest rate. This means
that the standard market mechanism, in which we would expect the interest rate L.
to equate demand and supply for credit on a Pareto efficient level, breaks down.

This question of inefficiency ofthe credit market under asymmetric information
was addressed by a family of models of Gale (1990, 1991) and Innes•
(1990,1991), which also comprises a simple Smith and Stutzer (1989) model,
on which the theoretical argument of this paper is based. These models
generally investigate government interventions into the credit markets and their
welfare effects. -

The main game-theoretical technical tool used in these models is a self-selection
meohanism which is used to overcome informational asymmetry by sorting
farmers into groups according to the riskiness of their. projects. There always
has to be a sorting criterion with variable parameters in these models. Each
farmer chooses a value of a parameter and consequently reveals to the lender
to which risk category he belongs. The major problem in constructing such -a
sorting mechanism is to overcome the natural tendency of a particular risk-type
group of farmers to pretend that they belong to a different risk-type group,
possibly in order to obtain more favorable treatment which would otherwise be
reserved for members of the other group. The approach used .to stop this
disguising of one group of farmers as members of another group is to make the
loan contracts of the other group less favorable, so that each farmer finds it
advantageous to stick to his own contract. (The underlying concept of Nash
equilibrium is mentioned below in section 3.1.3.). The measure used in this
paper's model to decrease the attraction of some contracts is a statement by a
lender that he will grant only some of the loan application and that he will
ration credit with some given probability of satisfying the loan application.

Besides a large family of Stiglitz-Weiss based models, there also exists a
continuous-time finance approach based on Merton (1990) applications of a
standard Black and Scholes (1973) model. A non-technical intuitive exposition
to this type of models is contained in Janda (1994).

7
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3. The Model

•.. • .
34, The Basic Description of the Model
Tfie riloaelis a standard two-period model, with periods indexed by t = 1, 2.
There .exist two groups of economic agents in a Smith and Stutzer model:
lenders and farmers.

3.1.1. Lenders
The utility function of lenders is described as a sum of their consumption in
both periods: Letting c, denote period t consumption, the lenders utility function
is U = c1 + c2. Each lender is endowed with one unit of funds at t = 1, which
can be either loaned out or consumed by a lender. This one unit of funds serves
as a qumerary in our model. The number of homogeneous lenders is N1.

3.1.2. Farmers •
There are N2 N1 farmers in the model. All farmers are endowed with only one

unit of their effort to expend at t= 1 and have no further funds of their own.

Each farmer has access to an investment project. These projects are indivisible -

their realization requires one unit of financial funds (which the farmer has to

borrow, from a lender) at t= 1 and one unit of effort. Additional inputs of funds

or an 'effort would have no effect on a project output.

At t=2, each project is either a "success" or a "failure". A successful project

returns y >0 at t=2, while an unsuccessful project produces zero.

In order to induce a source of information asymmetry needed for a functioning

of this type of a model, we suppose that the farmers are not homogeneous. The

farmers can be divided into two types, with type indexed by i= H, L. A type
i farmer has a probability Pi of operating a successful project. The values P,
satisfy PH <PL, so type H farmers are "high (default) risk" farmers.

ach farmer knows his own type, but not that of the others. This means that
there exists information asymmetry between a farmer and lender.

Again letting c2 denote date 2 consumption, type i farmers have utility functions

given by

Ui=c2+0i, (1)

where Oi is a sure net return which is brought by an alternative employment

8



opportunity for a farmer. It is just an opportunity  cost of using the faimer'§
effort endowment.

•••
•

It is common knowledge to all farmers'and all lenders that the fraction of
farmers of type H is 0, such that 0 < < 1.

3.1.3. Financial Contracts and a Game
We assume that N, > 1, so there is a competition among lenders. Each lender
offers a loan contract consisting of a pair (Ri, 7r1), where Ri is the gross interest
rate charged to a farmer of a type i and 7r, is the probability that a loan.to a
farmer of type i will be 'Dr-anted. The gross interest rate is paid by a-farmer in
the second period after a random return of a project becomes known. From a
limited liability of a farmer it follows, that in case of failure, his payment to a
lender is zero.

The probability of granting a loan is incorporated into a loan contract offer
because it enables lenders to separate the farmers using the• self-selection
mechanism mentioned in part 2 of this paper. If the contract were to consist
only of the interest rate there would be no way for a lender to distinguish
between the two types of farmers; all farmers would apply for the same interest
rate in equilibrium. ' •

Each lender can provide at most one loan. Hence each lender can be viewed as
making a choice of which type of farmer he would prefer to lend to; the lender
can only choose between two types of farmer. Because the lenders are
homogeneous we can suppose that, if there exists a unique 'equilibrium contract
(RL, 7rL), in an equilibrium, all lenders lending to type L farmers will offer the
same interest rate RL and the same probability of granting a loan 7rL. The same
reasoning applies for the lenders borrowing to type H farmers.

The game of this model has two stages:
Stage 1: Lenders choose a loan contract to offer, taking. the offers of other

lenders as given.
Stage 2: Farmers observe the offers from stage 1 and then- choose to. apply

for the loan contracts they view as most attractive. We assume that
each farmer can appl3i for only. one loan. - • -

:
As a solution to this game, a standard Nash equilibrium definition:applies: a
Nash equilibrium is a set of contract offers (Ri*,7r:), for i=L, H, such that
given these offers, no lender has an incentive to offer a different loan contract.
Thus the equilibrium definition of Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) is imposed.

9



Generally there are three kinds of outcome of this game:
-.1. N6 equilibrium.'
2. Pooling equilibrium, in which both types of farmers choose the same

contract. This means that farmers are pooled together and information
rr about the type of each farmer is not revealed.
3. Separating equilibrium, in which each type of farmer chooses his type-

specific contract. Farmers are in this way separated into two groups and
information about the type of each farmer is revealed.

iIns-the following analysis we shall concentrate on the separating type of an
equilibrium with conditions for its existence given in part 4 of this paper.

1.,;;.- ..• - ••
• ,„,,,

4. The Equilibrium in the Absence of a Government Intervention

In the absence of government intervention, the expected utility of a type i

farmer receiving a type j loan contract will be:

riP,(y-R;) + (1-75)13i. L, H. (2)

-
The first term in (2) 7riP1(y-Ri) represents the expected utility from operating a

project funded by a lender. The second term (1-7rj)01 is an expected utility from

a utilization of outside opportunities occurring when the farmer does not obtain

a loan.

In a separating equilibrium, each farmer of type i will receive either no contract
or the type i contract, i.e. the contract of his type. In equilibrium, Uii will be
maximized subject to the self selection constraints:

L, H, ,

,

and a zero-profit condition for lenders serving either type of farmer:

- 1 = 0. i=L, H.

(3a)

(4)

•: •
Self selectionConstraint's Mean that the type i farmer does not obtain a higher
utility by obtaining a type j farmer contract. So as long as the self-selection

constraints are satisfied, each farmer in separating .equilibrium reveals his type
by, choosing the contract designed for his type.

•
• •

10



A zero-profit condition is brought about by a competition between lenders. Its
meaning is evident: The expected revenue obtained in.the .secOnd period, which
implies the lender's expected. second period consumption c2=PiRi, is equal to
the lendei's • opportunity cost of his loan This oPpOrtUriity cost i given by a
lender's first-period 'cOnsumptiOn c1 1; Which *would be possible iftlie Teiidet:
did not loan his one unit of a fund's endowment.

:• • • •

The main graphical tool of the analysis of this model is the indifference curves
map, as depicted in Figure 1. Each indifference curve is, as usual, a locus of
pairs (Riori), for i=L, H, such that the farmer of type i is indifferent (obtains
the same utility) between accepting any of the contracts (R,or,) on a given.
indifference curve.' • '

The indifference curves located more towards the northwest corner of. the
Figure 1 are associated with a higher utility because, with a constant R, they
bring a. higher probability of granting a loan; the other way around,. with a
constant probability of granting a loan; they 'allow a' farther to pay a lower
interest rate. So, the contracts on an indifference curve U11 are preferred to the
contracts on U 2 and these are in turn preferred to those on U13.

In order to be able to draw a reasonably simple map of indifference curves, we
maintain two asumptions in the-subsequent analysis.

First, we assume that projects are productive enough so that an increase in the
probability of obtaining a private sector loan, increases farmers' utility at all
relevant interest rates. This .is ensured by assuming that a successful project
return y is sufficiently large to have a positive marginal utility with respect to

The relevant inequalities fora value of )sr 'are derived by differentiating Uji
with respect to 7r1, using a condition (4) to substitute 1/131 for Ri in a first partial
derivative and finally expressing y:

•

y> 1/P1 + i3i/Pi. --•• (Al)

The condition (Al) also means thai. all project's have their expected gross
returns Piy higher than their social opportunity cost (1+0). Therefore any
amount of credit rationing, which decreases the number of realized projects,
represents a social efficiency loss.

Second, we impose a "single crossing condition," i.e. that the marginal rate of
substitution (MRSi=-(aUdaRi)/(aUii/ar,)> 0) of a type L farmer exceeds that
of a type H farmer at any point S=---(Rs ors) in the R-7r plane as 'depicted in



Figure 2 The purpose of this condition is to make sure that the indifference

curves of both types of farmer are upward sloping, that the indifference curves

of high default risk farmers are flatter than the ones of low risk farmers, and

that any two indifference curves UL, UH intersect at most once.

Proposition 1: The "single crossing condition" is satisfied if, and only if:'

L. •

(A2)

Proof: proposition 1 is proved by computing MRS; at any point S =(Z. ,7-5) in

the R-r plane. At each point S there are two indifference curves crossing each

other such that RL= RH = R5 and 7L=rll=

MRS(S) IrsPii[Pi(Sr-Rs)-(3i]• (A2ã)

To obtain the condition (A2) is just a question of substituting from (A2a) into

(A2b)

MRSH(S) < MRSL(S) (A2b)

and performing a simple algebraic manipulation, during which we also make

use of a condition (A1).QED

Because, according to our definition of high- and low-risk farmers in part 3.1.2.

as farmers with success probabilities PH < PL, condition (A2) holds when the

opportunity cost f3 for a type H farmer is sufficiently less than that for a type

L farmer. This is intuitively plausible, as it holds when borrowers who have a

relatively high probability of not defaulting also have better outside

opportunities for their efforts in the event that their loan applications are denied

and, consequently, have a higher opportunity cost 3. This assumption ensures

that type H farmers have relatively less aversion to paying higher interest rates

in return for a higher probability of a loan approval. Using (A2) we can

simplify a pair of type specific restrictions (Al) into a sufficient condition for

positive-marginal utility to both types of farmers:

Y > fiL/PL. (A3)

Under (A2) and (A3), a separating equilibrium (when it exists) is depicted in

Figure 3. As shown there, the only equilibrium interest rates consistent with (4)

are RH*.= 1/P11 and Ri:= 1/PL. Also, since (3a) does not bind in the

determination of the equilibrium solution (Riit,r„*) for a high-risk farmer, a

12



maximization of Ull„, contained in an Appendix 5, yields 7r,*.--Lq-. The self-
selection constraint (3a) is not binding for the maximization problem. of .4, high-
risk farmer because a low risk farmer never wants to pretend that he is • —•a high-
risk farmer and a high-risk farmer. has .no incentive to keep his utility lower in
order to prevent a low-risk farmer applying for contracts designated for a high-
risk farmer.

The solution r= 1 means that all high-risk farmers willing to pay the market
risk-adjusted rate of interest RH* will receive loans.

The only binding constraint in (3a) is the constraint for a maximization problem
of a low-risk farmer

U1111 = U111., (3b)

which says that, in order to separate low-risk farmers from high-risk farmers,
the contract designated for a low-risk farmer has to be such that the high-risk
farmer cannot improve his utility by a deviation from a contract designated for
him to the contract designated for a low-risk farmer.

In order to solve the equilibrium value of 7r-L we substitute the appropriate
expected utilities from (2) into (3b) using the equilibrium value of TH*= 1 :

1
p1

 
(y11*) 

+ (1 - 1)13H = irL*Pii(y-RL*) + (1 -7r,$)13,1.

We substitute in an equation (5a) for Ri* from (4) and we obtain

PH(Y-1 /PH) IrL*1 i1(Y-1 /PO + --71:),(3H •

(5a)

(5b)

Finally we express from (5b) the equilibrium value of a probability of granting
a loan contract to a low-risk farmer

• 1 -On+ 

Pll PH
71,▪ = <1.

1• + 13111

• A L 1 il

i

(Sc)

Because PH < PL it follows that 7r,,* < 1. This means that a positive fraction (1-
71_1) of low-risk farmers willing to pay the market risk adjusted interest rate RL:

13



Will not receive loins, while *a. fraction 'rid* of otherwise identical farmers will
receive 164iiS'..

Thus, lenders sort farmers into risk classes ex post, by making it tougher to
s by - glinting only a fraction of loan applicafion that

desire the low interest rate. If this credit rationing were not in place, high-risk
farmers would apply for the lower interest loan designated for low-risk farmers
and there'would be**no.separating equilibrium. ..

This is a type of credit rationing that stands in marked contrast to what would
occur in a perfectly competitive loan market where lenders know farmer types
ex ante. This full information case is described in an Appendix 6. In a full
information market, while (4) would still govern interest rates, the maximization
of expected utility in the absence of a self-selection constraint (3a) would yield
ri:=7rii*= I. This means that there would be no credit rationing and standard
reitilfs of a free market mechanism equating a supply and a demand for credit
Would -apply. Thus, while the high risk farmers .receive the same treatment in
both 'cases, the existence of a private Infotmatiori creates a "credit gap" that
makes the low-risk type farmers worse off. This is the price that must be paid
to .ensure sorting, i.e. that high-risk farmers will not misrepresent themselves
to obtain the low risk farmers contracts. According to Cooper. (1984) these
results are generic and persist with more than two types when indexing type by
the size of (opportunity cost/ probability of granting a loan) ratio 131/P1.

When interpreting the results of this model, we have to keep in mind a crucial
condition of informational asymmetry, that lenders cannot observe a borrower's
default risk class ex ante. This condition .is in agreement with the empirical
observation of the Czech loan officers who admit that very often they are faced
with a number of applications for loans on agricultural projects and they are just
not able to find out Which of these projects has the best chance to succeed.

Given the limited time, human capital, and money resources of the Czech loan
officers, they are in the best case just able to state a risk class of farmers in a
given region as a group, but are not able to distinguish between risk classes
inside a farmers' population. In this situation the limited resources devoted to
agricultural credit are very often allocated on a subjective basis, depending on
a loan officer's discretion with a high level of irregularity in the decision to
grant a loan to one farmer and to reject another farmer.

If thelenders could costlessly and objectively partition farmers into risk classes
ex ante, the adverse selection type of rationing would not occur, i.e. every

14
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farmer willing to pay the appropriate risk-adjusted interest rate would receive
credit. Thus, the results of this model are meant to apply in circumstapces.,
where objective credit analyseS.'of'individtial ,:iloan applications are either too.
costly or uninformative to be as useful a :theOriini'mechaiii$m modelled here
This situation corresponds \Pity well to .d'§iiij.aticin of 'economies in transition
with only slowly emerging and unexpetie:iieed institutional commercial banking
structures. In the Ci&li'tianMtio.n.al economy this •assumption .is 'particularly
well-suited to an agricultural sector with an unclear future Of1;roduction
patterns and with changing comparative advantages and _economic., priorities.
The problem of informational asymmetry is particularly accentuated in :the case
of starting small farmers with a -lack of entrepreneurial and cre'dit' history...

-
ss

Figure 3 characterizes a sorting equilibrium when it exists. The question of the
existence of an equilibrium in these types of model has already been addressed
in Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976). Exactly as in their paper, a contract (Ro, ro)
pooling both types of farmer might exist which would earn non-negative profits
and attract both types., If ,so, (R1*, iris) cannot be an equilibrium. Moreover, (Ro,
ro) cannot be an equilibrium either,' for the mine reaSOns given in Rothschild
and Stiglitz. In this case, no equilibrium exists.

Recalling that 0 is the population fraction of high-risk farmers, the pooling
contract (Ro, ro) earns non-negative profit to a lender, if the size of interest rate
R, and an expected probability of success in (4) are such that

[OPH + (1-0)13JR0 1, .
(6a)

where the term f0P, + (1-6)P,1 is an expected probability of a success of a
farmer of an unknown type.

If the proportion of low-risk farmers is high enough, the problem of a cross-
subsidization of high risk-farmers by low-risk farmers diminishes. With low
number of high-risk farmers, it is no longer efficient for low-risk farmers to
accept credit rationing in &der .tO'separate from high risk-farmers and there
may exist a pooling contract; as depicted by the point in the Figure 4.

However, if 6 is sufficiently large, the dotted constraint set defined by (6a)
shrinks to the right of the point C ."(say, to the. point X) to preclude the
possibility of a pooling contract that type L agents would prefer over (111,*, irL*).
A low-risk farmer prefers the separating contract ELI, which generates a utility
level UL*, to any contract to the right of an indifference curve UL*. The utility
of such a contract as X, which is given by an indifference curve ULP, is always
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lower than UL. This ensures the existence of equilibrium as depicted in Figure
3. In fact, it is easy to see from Figure 4 that the larger 13L/PL i3H/PH is (i.e.,
the greater the difference in the relative slopes of the indifference curves), the
smaller 0 needs to be in order to rule out such a pooling contract. The same can
also be .seen from the inequality (6a), which 'is satisfied for a lower 0 with a
growth. in-PH and/or with a decrease in PL.

More precisely, existence is guaranteed if 0 is sufficiently large to ensure that
the point X= {R0= 1/[OP11+ (1-0)Pd, 7r= 11 lies to the right of the indifference
curve UL*, so no low-risk farmer would prefer any contract in the dotted (to the
right of X) region to (RL*, 7rL*), i.e. no low-risk farmer wants to pool with a
high risk-farmer. Using (2),

Uu:(R0, 7r1=-- 1) = PL(y-R0). (6b)

The critical value of the population fraction of high-risk farmers Oc, such that
V 0> Oc do not admit the existence of a preferred pooling contract, is obtained
in the following way: The value of R0 obtained from the (6a) considered as an
equation is substituted into (6b) considered for equilibrium utility ULL*:

Uu:=Pay-1/[013/4+(1-0)PJI. (6c)

From (6c) the critical value of Oc is obtained by an algebraic manipulation as

oc = [(y-uLL*1130-1 PLII(PH-PO.

The positive fraction 0< Oc < 1 exists if the following condition is satisfied:

1 < y-ULL*< PL/PH.

The assumption that a proportion of high-risk farmers in a farmers' population
is high enough to prevent the existence of a pooling contract is quite a
reasonable one in the conditions of Czech agriculture. Both farmers and banks
would probably agree that the number of high-risk farmers is significantly
higher than the number of low-risk farmers in the Czech Republic.
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5. Government Interventions

5.1. Non-Targeted Loan Guarantees

5.1.1. Basic Model •

We suppose that téornmenttbffurs to guarantee a fraction a of the'amount
of each private loan made to farmers. (In the actual implementation of 'the
Czech Fund of Guarantees program, the maximum fraction a generally depends
on the average length of time of the maturation of a debt. For the gidrt term
credit up to 2 years a=0.5, for the medium term credit up to 5 years a=0.7,
and for the long term credit over 5 years a =0.85. In some cases it is possible
for the Fund of Guarantees to provide a full guarantee with a= 1 to a lender,
but the Fund of Guarantees requires, in these cases, the farmer's collateral in
return).

•
The utility function of a farmer is still (2), because the farmer does not care" if
his loan is guaranteed or not. He is only interested in the probability of
obtaining a loan and in the required interest rate on it.

The zero profit condition for lenders in this case is no longer given by (4), but
by

PA; + a(1-13)R1 - 1 = 0, i = L, H. (7a)

The first term in (7a), (PiRi), is an expected revenue to a lender from a
successful project. The second term, a(1-P1)R1, is an expected return to a lender
from a guaranteed portion of an unsuccessful project. The opportunity cost of
lending one unit of funds is 1, which is a third term in (7a).

The resulting separating equilibrium (RiG, 7r1G) is shown in Figure 5.

The existence of a separating equilibrium can be guaranteed by an argument
similar to the one used in the previous section. We assume that 0 is sufficiently
large to ensure that the point X= {R0= 1/[0(P11 a(1-P11)) + (1-0)(PL + a(1-

r= 1} lies to the right of the indifference curve ULG in the Figure 6. The
first coordinate of a point X is obtained from (7a) by substituting Ro for Ri and
by substituting the expected value of P= [OP, + (1-0)Pj for Pi. •

5.1.2. Welfare consequences
The comparison of the equilibrium interest rates RiG and Ri* (i=L, H) on the
horizontal axis in Figure 5 shows that the loan guarantee program has the effect
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of reducing equilibrium interest rates for both types of farmers. (Competition
forces lenders to pass the profits stemming from loan guarantees through to the
farmers.) The decrease of an interest rate with the increase of a guarantee level
a can be shown also algebraically by expressing Ri from (7a) and differentiating
with 'respect to a. This results in ,

aR Pi-1
 <O. (7b)

Oa [Pi+a(1 -P)]2

The probability of granting a loan to a high-risk farmer is the same as in a
model without goverment intervention presented in section 4, 7rtiG= r= 1.
The single crossing condition is still (A2), so the only binding self-selection
constraint in (3a) is

• UHH = UHL. (8a)

After an substitution of appropriate utilities UHH, ULL from (2) into (8a) we
obtain

irliGPH(Y-RfiG)±(1-riiVii=TIGPI-1(Y-RLG)+ (1-7rLG)/3H• (8b)

Because ire= 1, (8b) simplifies into an equation

PaY-RHG)---= GPH(y-RLG)+(1-7LG)$H, (8c)

'which can be easily solved for 7rLG:

G P11(y-Rn--011.711- 
Pdy-RL:)-(31,

(8d)

After a substitution for RiG from (7a) into (8d) we obtain a final expression for
the value of a probability of granting a loan to a low-risk farmer:

1 H.
y'[ 

PH+a(1-P11)
+____1•• .

711=
1  fill+_]

PE±c34(1-Pd

(8e)

Equation (8e) reduces to (5c) when a =O.
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Proposition 2: The probability of granting a loan to a low-risk farmer increases
with an increase in the percentage of a loan guarantee:

a7LG/ace > O.

Proof: See Appendix 1.

(80

So in addition to a lower interest rate, low-risk farmers will have a higher
probability of getting a loan as compared to a situation without goverment
intervention. Expected utility of both types of farmers is thus increased by a
loan guarantee program available to all lenders.

The social consequences of this program are as follows: by increasing T-L, the
expected number of funded projects will increase, thus increasing an expected
agricultural output and consumption. A reasonable measure of efficiency must
consider the consumer welfare derived from increased consumption in addition
to changes in farmers' welfare. A simple way to measure increased efficiency
is by evaluating changes in the expected output of funded projects minus the
cost of inputs employed in production. These costs of inpiits per additional
investment project operated are one unit of capital investment plus the
opportunity cost of effort 0. Total welfare defined in this way can be written
as V* (VG) for a case without guarantees (with guarantees):

V*=(1-0)7ri:[PLY-(1 +i(30] +07rH*[PHY-(1 +fill)]

(VG= (1-9)7LG[PLY-(1 +OD] + OrHGEPHY-(1 +gi)1);

Gwhere —7rri =1.

Thus the expected change in efficiency arising from the loan guarantee program
as compared to a situation without government intervention is a change in total
welfare:

VG-V*=(1-0)(711° L*)[PLY - (1 +130]. (9)

The expression (9) says that the change in the efficiency is given as an expected
net benefit from one low-risk project, given that a project is financed and
undertaken, [PLY - (1+130J, multiplied by an increase in a probability of
obtaining a finance for a low-risk project under a loan guarantee regime (r,,G
rL*), multiplied by a fraction of low-risk farmers in a population (1-0).
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From (80 it follows that a term (NIG - I-L*) is positive. The assumption (Al)
guarantees that the term [Ply - (1+001 is positive. It means that the whole
expression (9) is positive and that the loan guarantee program increases social 
efficiency.

• 1 f
The efficiency measure Used in this model can be rationalized by assuming that
consumers' expected utilities are linear in consumption (i.e. project output y).
We have also implicitly assumed that the government's losses on its loan
programs are financed by a nondistortionary lump sum taxation, which means
that the government's losses are just a transfer payment, which is neutral from
the efficiency evaluation point of view. In the absence of ideal lump sum taxes
our efficiency. measure has to be adjusted for the inefficiency of a real world,
government taxes used to finance govetnment losses on a loan gtiarantees
program.

5.2. Direct Targeted Loans

• 5.2.1. Basic Model
Now suppose the government offers to finance at an interest rate Rg a fraction
a of loans denied by private lenders. It means that 75 a fraction of type j
farmers' projects is financed by loans from commercial lenders, a(1-iri) percent
is financed by a government finance and (1- a)(1-75) percent of type j farmers'
projects is not financed at all, and consequently not undertaken. This policy is
similar to actual "targeted" direct loan programs, which attempt to verify that
loans are granted only to those farmers who cannot obtain financing from
commercial lenders.

The zero profit condition is again given by (4), so equilibrium interest rates are
the same as in the model without government intervention RP = R:=1/131 (i=
L, H).

The expected utility of a type i farmer given type j contract will not be (2) like
in the model without a government intervention, but it will be rather:

• •

Uij=t1),(y-Ri)+(1.-irj)Pia(y.L-Rg)+(1-75)(1-a)0i. " (10)

The first term in (10) is the same as a first term in (2) and represents the
expected utility of a farmer derived from operating a project funded through a
commercial lender. The second term is the expected utility from a government-
funded project. The third term is the expected utility of outside opportunities
occurring when the project is not undertaken.
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Direct computation of marginal rates of substitution along the lines of the proof
of (A2), presented in Appendix 2, verifies that the single crossing condition is
still (A2).

We assume that the marginal expected utility associated with an increase in the
probability of obtaining a direct government loan (aUdaa) is positive

aa
'=(1-ri)Pi(y-Rg)-f3i(1 > 0, (10a)

so that direct loans will be taken when offered. A sufficient condition for this
is obtained by expressing y from (10a):

y > Rg + • (10b),

Because of a single crossing condition (A2), the sufficient condition (10b)
simplifies to

y >Rg + OL/PL- (A4)

We again assume that the marginal expected utility associated with an increase

in the probability of obtaining a private loan is positive. In the presence of
government loans it requires a stronger condition than (A3):

y > (1/PH + 13L/PL) + city - Rg g11131).

where the second term in brackets is positive by (A4).

(A5)

The separating equilibrium (when it exists) is shown in spigure 7. The
nonexistence due to a pooling can again be ruled out by assuming .t4at 0 is
sufficiently large to ensure that the point X = {R0= 1/[0PH+(1-0)PJ, i= 1} lies
to the right of the indifference curve Ur!' in Figure 8.

5.2.2. Welfare consequences .

The high-risk farmers are again not rationed and re= 1.. In order to obtain the
equilibrium value of 7rLD we substitute appropriate utilities from (10). into a
single binding, self-selection constraint Ulm = UHL using condition re = 1:

P11(Y-R11) = 1rLPH(Y-RL) + (1 -7rL)Plla(Y-R0 + 1 -70 (1 -ceVii •

•:-;
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After using a zero profit condition (4) to substitute for Ri in (10c) and after
some algebraic manipulations we obtain

+_13H +ce(y_R _1321 ' •
g PD PH PH

7rL=

1 OH 8 '
y-[-+- 

gP

+a(y-R --]
PL PH H

which reduces to (5c) when a=0.

Proposition 3: The government lending crowds out commercial lending and for
Rg < RLD this crowding out is on a greater than one-to-one basis.
Proof: See Appendix 3.

From Proposition 3 it follows that ri,I) < 711* < 1.

Because direct goverment lOans are .desired by those low-risk farmers who
were refused private loans, the increase in a fraction a of loans financed
through a government loan decreases the marginal expected utility associated
with a higher private loan probability:

32Uii/airiaa = -Pi(y-Rg)+13i < 0,

which is true by (A4).

•O•

This decrease of a marginal utility is a decrease in the strength of the
disciplining device (self-selection constraint), which is used to keep a high-risk
farmer from applying for a low-risk farmer's contract. Therefore in order to
decrease the expected utility for the high-risk farmer, stemming from his
applying for the low-risk farmer's contract, the value of 7e, given by (11),
must fall below the value 7rgiven by (5). Unlike the loan-guarantee program,
direct targeted loans increase the problem of an adverse selection by making it
relatively more desirable for high-risk farmers to misrepresent their type.

Also, the social welfare effects of direct loans are more complex than those of
loan guarantees. For while the additional funding of projects by the government
will increase net output, the reduction in rL implies a reduction of the number
of projects financed through private commercial lenders.' The change in an
efficiency as compared to a situation without an intervention is thus given by
replacing 'xi,' in (9) by a term 1rLD-F(1-1rna:
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,
(1-m1r D+(1--rLD)a-rL*1[PLy - (1+flO]• (12)

Proposition 4: The change in efficiency (12) has the same sign „. as the
government's expected profit on government loans (PLR, - 1), which in turn has
the opposite side of the expected change in, farmers' utility caused by, an
introduction of direct targeted goverment loans (ULLD - ULL*):

sign((12)) = sign(PLR, 1)= - sign(ULLD - ULL*).

,•

(13)

Proof: See Appendix 4. .
,

It follows from Proposition 4 that efficiency is increased only when the
government obtains profits and the utility of low-risk farmers decreases in
comparison with a situation without intervention. In that case, low-risk farmers
as a group will expect ex ante to be worse off, both because of the reduced
probability of receiving private lenders loans (70 and because of an interest
rate Rg > RL.

In a case when government programs are aimed at aiding the group of low-risk
farmers (who are rejected by private lenders) to increase their utility, according
to equation (13), the government inevitably incurs losses. This also means,
according to (13), a decrease in a social economic efficiency.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

The presented model describes a competitive market for an agricultural credit
with many farmers and many lenders. All agents in the model are assumed to
be risk neutral, thus eliminating any insurance role for governmental credit, and
there is no aggregate risk.

The subject of this paper is the effect of a government intervention in
agricultural credit markets characterized by informational asymmetry and
adverse selection.

The principal result is that the welfare effects of credit support are not
qualitatively indifferent to the determination of eligibility for government
support or to the method of support chosen by a government.

Programs like Czech programs administered by a Fund of Guarantees, which
are open to the whole population of farmers, are socially more efficient than
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programs which would be targeted only towards a group of low-risk farmers
who were rejected by commercial lenders. The global loan guarantee programs

= also reduce the extent of credit rationing when compared to a situation without
government intervention or to a situation with a targeted intervention.

These results could look counterintuitive at first. One could expect that a
targeted program should achieve better results and be more cost effective (not
counting cost, which has to be incurred to distinguish between a targeted group
and the rest of a population of farmers) than non-specialized global programs
open to all farmers. Also one could intuitively argue that the support should be
targeted to the most efficient group of low-risk farmers, whose credit
applications were rejected by lenders.

The main reason for the seemingly counterintuitive result of a presented model
consists of the existence of informational asymmetry and a consequent need for
a lender to create a mechanism which would identify the risk class of a farmer.

The mechanism used by a lender to achieve a self-selection of farmers into two
risk groups is a reduction of a probability of granting a low-risk loan. This
means the introduction of credit rationing for low-risk farmers.

If the government offers subsidized credit (either• direct credit or guaranteed
loans) only to a proportion of the low-risk farmers who were rejected by private
lenders, this government intervention makes a low-risk contract more attractive
to high-risk farmers. Therefore, in order to restore incentive compatibility (to
enable a separation between low- and high-risk farmers) some other aspect of
the low-risk contract must become less desirable. That means that the overall
probal?ility, of obtaining a loan has to fall. In this way increased subsidies to the
rationed 'farmers raise the extent of rationing. The loans from commercial
lenders are crowded out on a greater than one-to-one basis. This is an
equilibrium response and it is due to the existence of the incentive-compatibility
constraint.

Targeted support faces an inevitable trade off either to increase the utility of
some farmers and to decrease the chance of other farmers to obtain a loan and,
in addition, to decrease the overall social efficiency or to increase the social
efficiency by decreasing the expected utility of low-risk farmers.

It follows that, at least from the point of view of this game-theoretical model,
the current Czech practice of a global support of agriculture can be fully
justified. .
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The fact that the Fund of Guarantees programs do not restrict eligibility only

to the farmers who are unable to obtain commercial credit allows them to avoid

the danger of a type of moral hazard problem described in a context of U.S.

agriculture by LaDue (1990), who points out that some marginal farmers do not

work hard enough in order not to disqualify themselves for eligibility for

government support. The optimization problem of those farmers is distorted by

the presence of government support, which is granted only to farmers who do

not qualify for commercial loans.

The additional result which follows from the model is in support of an approach

used by the Fund of Guarantees, in which there is no single bank chosen to

distribute the support to farmers but any bank can apply for loan guarantees on

its loans to farmers. The resulting competition forces lenders to pass a benefit

of global government guarantees to both low- and high- risk farmers. While in

a stabilized market economy one could argue that there is no merit in

decreasing interest rates for high risk farmers and distorting the market

allocation mechanism, there exists a widespread opinion in Czech agriculture

that the current rate of interest on commercial bank loans is too high for all

types of farmers.

The Smith and Stutzer model upon which the game-theoretic argument of this

paper is based is quite a simple application of an adverse selection model of

Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976). Many extensions of that basic model and its

credit rationing specification in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) have shown that the

nature of an equilibrium can be affected by incentive effects (Stiglitz and Weiss

1986), project characteristics, the set of available financial instruments (Webb

1992, 1993, Diamond 1991), alternative projects (Chan and Thakor 1987),

information sharing (Yotsuzuka 1987), the shape of the production function

(Milde and Riley 1988), and other characteristics. Especially interesting is an

approach of a branch of credit rationing literature investigating a role of a

collateral (Wette 1983, Besanko and Thakor 1987, Bester 1990).

One of the general results of collateral-based literature is that a use of a

collateral can alleviate the need for credit rationing and consequently modify

some of the results of this paper. But in the recent conditions of Czech

agriculture, the model without explicit involvement of a collateral appears to

correspond better to economic reality.

Although technically Czech farmers ought to be able to pledge some parts of

their property as a collateral, practical difficulties virtually preclude this

solution to the problem of credit rationing. The main part of farmer's property -
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land - is not valued as in stabilized market economies and there is not a
sufficiently 'liquid and efficient market for agriculturally used farm land in the
Czech RVpublic In addition the ",ownership ..figh8.' 'to. Many parts of • an
agricultural property ate'not ClearfeanCi'do not create' .an environment in Which.
lenders would Witkirigly. 'accept' an agricultural • collateral and the inefficiency
caused 13).7 'a difference in the C011ateiii, 'valuation by fanner and by lender would •
be iniriithiSid. • - i,; - • ,

•._ • •. . . ,

The specific transitional character of Czech *agriculture allows us 'to' use
meaningfully even a relatively simple model of credit rationing in conditions of
informational asymmetry. With the possible increase of the complexity of
government interventions in agriculture and with an increase in institutional
sophistiction in the Czech finance ketfor there will probably appear more space
and need for more involved models:

A

• •

-
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 - Proof of Proposition 2.

By differentiation of (8e) we obtain

1-PH 1  PH
an/G. PH+a(1-PH) PL+a(1-Pd PH

aa 1  PH+

PL-fa(1-1d PH

1  PH  1-pi,
-[Y-C

Pea(1-1'H) PH PL+a(1-PL)

1  +_1311B2

PL÷a(1-PL) PH

(AN .1)

The numerator of (AP1.1) can be simplified by algebraic manipulations as

PH
(PL-PH)(Y-1--)PH

[PH+ cc (1 -PH)] [PL+ cc (1 -PL)]

(AP1.2)

Both terms in the denominator are positive because they are linear combinations
of 1 and a and subsequently positive and smaller than 1. The first term in the
numerator of (AP1.2) is positive because of our basic assumption PL> PH. The
second term in the numerator of (AP1.2) is positive because of a positive
marginal utility condition (Al) modified to allow for a zero profit condition
(7a). The modified condition (Al) is derived similarly to a derivation of (Al)
by differentiating Uii with respect to 71, using condition (7a) to substitute 1/Pi

for Ri• in a first partial derivative and finally expressing y:

y > 1/[P1+a(1-P1)] + (VP; > 1+ A/Pi .

This completes the proof of the proposition that a-R-LG/aa >0.
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Appendix 2 - Verification of the single crossing condition for a direct
targeted loan case

Similar to the proof of (A2) we compute a MRS at any point S=(Rs, 7rS):

MRS,(S)=7rsPAP;(y-Rs)-Pia(y-Rg)-(1-a)(3ii. (AP2. 1)

To obtain the condition (A2) is just a question of substituting from (AP2.1) into
(A2b)

MRSH(S) < MRSL(S) (A2b)

and performing a simple algebraic manipulation, during which we have to make
sure that a denominator of the right hand side of (AP2.1) is positive. The
positivity of that denominator is shown by rearranging its terms to obtain

y > (Rs --113i/Pi) + a(y-Rg-13i/P;),

which is positive by (A5).

Appendix 3 - Proof of Proposition 3.

Denote the denominator and the numerator of the right hand side of (11) as D
and N, respectively.

H

P11
s air,: g P H 

aa D2

which can be .simplified as

• ( 1

D (Y-"
p

a 711 gP P PH L H

a a D2
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The first term in the numerator (y-Rg-OH/Pll) is positive because of (A4). The
second term in the numerator is negative because of our assumption PH<PL-
This means that the partial derivative is negative.

So far, we have proved that government lending crowds out commercial
lending.

Now we shall prove that this crowding out is on a greater than one-to-one basis

for Rg

Define the probability of a low-risk farmer obtaining any loan as

rL
= + (i_RID)ce.

Rearrange (AP3.2):

A_ D
"n1 — 711 oz-7r1, 

and take a first partial derivative:

A
aTC

D
L an L an

aa aa aa

which can be simplified as:

A k
( 1 1? )f 1 1 1
-
P 1, 8 PI, PH

aa D2

(AP3.2)

(AP3.3)

The second term in a numerator is negative because of our assumption PH < PL.

The first term in a numerator is positive for Rg < 1/PL=RLD.

Appendix 4 - Proof of Proposition 4

As a first step we prove that sign((12)) = sign (PLRg4).

The self-selection constraint UHll = UHL given by (3a) is true for both a model

without interventions and a model with goverment direct loans. In addition,

we know that the equilibrium utility of a high-risk farmer is the same in both

models. This means that
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L1 * t1 *=U D U D=HL HH HH = HL

which can be further simplified into an equation
" '4; ; *.•

TI UHL
*TT  = UHL

D
• (AP4.1)

i‘

After a substitution of the relevant utility functions frQm (2) and (10) we obtain

, .
7L*PH(Y-RL*) (1-7L)fill = irLDPdY-RLD) +

- (1-irLD)Plia(Y-Rd + (1-irLD)(1-a)1311., (AP4.2)

After further simplification using the fact that RLD=RL*, and after some
algebraic manipulations we obtain :

: D * D P11(Y-Rd-OH
(71, )= -a(1 -70 . (AP4.3)

P11(y-RZ)-(311

We add a(1-7e) to both sides of (AP4.3) to obtain an expression identical to
the first term in (12):

P (y-R)-3
-70[1 - " 1.

P11(Y-RI:)-011

Both sides of (AP4.4) are positive (negative) if

< (>) PriCY-RL*)-011,

which simplifies into a condition

Rg > < •

(AP4.4)

(AP4.5)

It follows from the zero profit condition for commercial lenders (4) that Rg >
(<) RL* if the government makes profit on its loans to low-risk farmers, which
means that PLRg-1 >0 (PLRg4 <0).

This proves the first part of the Proposition 4.

As a second step we prove that sign(PLRg-1) = -sign(ULLQULL*)•

We directly substitute for appropriate expressions for equilibrium utilities from
(2).and (10) into (U2-ULL*):

•
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• 1,J2--U = rLDPL(Y-RLD)+(1 1D)PLci(rad•-
(1-irLD)(1-cOL-rL*PL(Y-RL*) - 1 -irL*V3L • (AP4.6)

The right hand side of equation (AP4.6) can be simplified using the fact that

ULLD-ULL* = (Y-RLD)PLOID-70-M1-71:- 1 + 7rLD) +

(1 -7rLD) [PL(Y-Rd-fiLi

which can be further simplified by collecting terms with (7rLD-rLs):

ULLD-ULL*=(711)-7L*)[(Y-RLD)PL-OL] +a(1-7rLD)CIVY-Rd-M•

From (AP4.7) it follows that ULLD-ULL* is positive if

(4. > - a(1 - P R L 

PAY )-1131,.

AP4.7)

(AP4.8)

After substitution for (irLD-71-L) from (AP4.3) and cancelling terms with -a(1-
,7rLD) we rewrite (AP4.8) in the following way:

-R ))-6 P (y-R )- 13g H< L g L 
(AP4.9)

Pli(y-RD-13H P L(y - -

We divide both the numerator and denominator of the left hand side (right hand
side) of.(AP4.9) by .Pii (PO: •

• • •

PH PLy-R y-R --
g P g PH  <

-A t 
• 13 .y Di* — yD-13L—
PH PL

(AP4.10)

It follows from (A2) that an inequality (AP4.10) is satisfied if Rs <RL*, from
which it follows that PLIZ(1 < 0.

This completes the proof of the proposition that sign(PL11,- =..tsign(ULLD--
ULL*)-
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Appendix 5 - The Maximization. problem of a high-risk farmer in the
absence of government intervention-

The high-risk farmer maximizes his utility with respect to his choice of a
contract offering him a probability 2-11 of granting a loan:

max UHH = 7111PH(y-1(H) ( 1 -711)13H
S t R11= 1/P11

rll 1.

From the maximization problem it follows:

aUmi/arii = PdY-RH)-1311 

(from (2))
(from (4))

(AP5.1)

The expression (AP5.1), which can be rewritten using a zero-profit condition
(4):

3und0ri4 = Pay-1/130-1311,

is under a positive marginal expected utility condition (Al)
always positive. This means that the value of a probability 7r11 maximizing
utility function (2) is given by a binding constraint 7r„.._ 1 as 7r„*= 1.

Appendix 6 - Full Information Equilibrium

- •
In a full inforiffation- equilibritinT.the•type of each individual farmer .is common
knowledge. This means that there are two separate markets in the model: one
for each type of farmer.

In .each of these two markets optimal contracts maximize expected farmer's
utility U,1, given by (2), subject to a zero-profit condition (4), and to a boundary
condition for probability 0 1.

We substitute PiRi from (4) into (2) and we obtain a Lagrangean:

L=riPiy-ri+(1-70f3i,

which is maximized with respect to
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Taking derivatives yields:
0uar1=133,-1-01,

which is always positive because of (Al).

From this it follows, that an optimal value of ri is given by an upper boundary
condition for probability as ri = 1, i= L,H.

•

-

•
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Czech Summary

Pfidelovani. tIvérCi v podminkach asymetrickSTch informaci a PGRLF •

Po celem svete existuje mnoho riiznS/ch programa vladni podpory zernedelstvi. Valna east
techto programa v U.S. a v zemich zapadni Evropy zamefenSrch na v§eobecnou podpdru
zemedelstvi a drobneho podnikani obsahuje vjrslovnou podminku,:ie program je urden pouze
pro farm4fe, ktefi. nemphou ziskat tiver od komerenich bank.

eské programy poskytovane prostfednictvim Podparneho a garaneniho rolnickeho a
lesnickeho fondu (PGRLF) jsou v ostrem kontrastu s touto praxi cilene podpory tivera. V
Pokynech pro poskytovani garance a dotace prostfednictvim PGRLF (1994) je samozfejrne
uvedena fada omezeni a podminek pro poskytnutl podpory. Nikde vgak neni v9slovne
zdarazneno zamefeni na cilenou specialni skupinu farmafa, kteff byli odmitnuti komereni
bankou.

Nediskriminaeni charakter PGRLF je obzvlagte zdaraznen v paragrafu A.3.2 vSige zminenS/ch
pokyna (1994, str.9): "Jedin5un diivodem pro neuspokojeni iadatele o podporu
prostfednictvim Fondu, pi spineni vgech podminek, je pfipadriSt nedostatek finanenich
prostiedkir."

Cilem prezentovane prace je poskytnout teoreticke zdavodneni a ospravedlneni takoveto
nediskriminaeni politiky.

Model pouZitS, pro vysvetleni welfare efekta necileneho pfistupu poskytovani garanci PGRLF
je zalo2en na modelu Smith and Stutzer (1988, 1989), kterSi patfi do rozsahle skupiny modela
pfidelovani uvera iniciovane vStznamnSfm elankem Stizlitz and Weiss (1981).

Zakladnim problemem na trhu zemedelskeho fiveru je rozdilne mineni banky a zemedelce o
perspektivach zam9§1enSrch zemedelskSfch projekt-a. Mnoho zernedelca pova2uje na zaklade
svSrch privatnich informaci o stavu odpovidajicich komoditnich trig' a o urovni svS/ch
vlastnich podnikatels4ch schopnosti sve projekty za potencialne ziskove a ekonomicky
2ivotaschopne. Banky jsou east° opera() mineni a odmitnou financovat zemedelske
projekty, ktere by mohly 1Vt spoleeensky efektivni.

Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) poskytli rigorOzni modelove vysvetleni empiricky existujiciho
spoleeensky neefektivrao omezovani &era a nefungujIciho volneho trZniho mechanismu v
oblasti poskytovani &era. Toto vysvetleni je zaloieno na existenci informadni asymetrie mezi
vefitelem a dluinikem a na z toho plynouci adversni selekci. Ni modelovani a fegeni tohoto
problemu je u2Ivan teoretickS, aparat teorie her.

Zakladnim nastrojem teorie her pouiivanSfm v modelech zalo2e4ch na Stiglitz-Weiss
pfistupu je mechanismus vlastniho vStberu, kterS, piekonava informaeni asymetrii tim,
rozdeluje zemedelce do zvlagnich skupin podle rizikovosti jejich projektu. Zakladem
mechanismu vlastniho v/beru je existence ureiteho tfidiciho kriteria s variabilnimi parametry.
KaMSr farmaf si voli ureitou hodnotu tohoto tildiciho parametru a tim odhali vefiteli, do jake
rizikove skupiny path.
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Zakladnim problem pi tvorbe a uplatfiovanf takovehoto thdIcIho mechanismu je piekonani
pfirozene tendence farmafe pati-iciho do jedne rizikove slcupiny pfedstirat, it path do skupiny
jine, polcud tato jind skupina ma §anci na ziskani pfiznivejgich &et-0*h podminek. Tomuto
pfedstfrani lze zamezit tim, e fiverove kontrakty pro tuto druhou skupinu jsou upraveny tak,

jsou merle pfiznive. KaRIS, farmaf tak zjisti, e je v jeho zajmu setrvat na kontralctu
ureenem pro jeho rizikovou skupinu. Zakladnim konceptem teorie her poldiva4m-v torn
pfipade je Nash rovnovaha.

PouiitS, model je standardni. model o dvou obdobich popsanS, v Casti 3 tohoto elanku. HraCi
v modelu jsou farmafi, vehicle a vlada. Zakladni bra tohoto modelu ma nasledujici dve faze:

Faze 1: Vefitele nabidnou farmahim kontrakty skladajici se z uspofadane dvojice (R1, r1),
kde R1 je hrubd tirokova mira pro farmafe typu i a 7r; je pravdepodobnost
poskytnutl uveru farmafi typu i. Typy farmatil jsou i=L (farmaf s niz14rn rizikem
bank.rotu) a i=H (farmaf s vysolcSrm rizikem bankrotu).

Faze 2: Farmati pozoruji nabidky z faze 1 a potom si vyberou takovS, kontrakt, kterSi
povaZuji pro sebe za nejlepgi.

V easti 4 je popsana rovnovaha dosaZend v modelu bez pfitomnosti statni intervence. Pro toto
fegeni je charakteristicke, 2e vgichni vysoce rizikovi farmafi ochotni platit trini tirokovou
miru urCenou pro vysoce rizikove farmafe obdrif Civer, zatimco Cast flak() rizikovSrch
farmait je pfi rovnova2ne mIie tiveru plane pro nizko rizikove farmaie bankou odmitnuta
a dyer neobdrii.

V Casti 5 jsou popsany v9sledky modelu za pfitomnosti dvou typii statnich than: neciler&h
fiverovSich garanci pfistupn5ich vgem farmafam (Cast 5.1) a cilenS/ch pfir4ch &era
poskytovan5ich pouze nizko rizikovSim farmatiim odmitnuqm komerCnimi bankami (Cast 5.2).
Soueasne jsou take zhodnoceny socialne ekonomicke efekty obou programil.

Zakladnim zaverem modelu je, e programy, ktere jsou oteviene vgem farmafirm, tak jako
programy PGRLF, jsou socialne-ekonomicky efektivnejg, nei programy zametene pouze na
skupinu nizko riziko*h farmafa odmitnutch komerenimi bankami.
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